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5 of 5 people found the following review helpful. Flimsy Cover, Poor BindingBy
S. ColeI'm taking a Diagnosis Coding class and this coding book by Ingenix
was required. I appreciate the layout of the book and the color coded sections,
tips, definitions, red code also remarks, illustrations, etc. I have no problem
with the content of the book.Anyone who codes knows that a coding book gets
lots of use, with constant 'flipping through' the pages. I have been very careful
to use the book gently, since it will have to last me through four classes and the
CCS exam. Shortly after beginning the first class, the book started to split at the
spine in one place and some pages started falling out. I'm halfway through the
second class now and the entire middle section of the book has come loose from
the binding and I have to worry about this and losing more pages every time I
look up a code. Some of the other students in the class are having the same
problem with this edition. One book I saw the cover was split on the spine and
broken in half, with many pages coming out.I'm looking for a different coding
book. I know this one will not last. It's a shame. I paid around $90 for this one
and can't afford another one.1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Great choiceBy VenSince this was my the 1st time that I had purchased a used
item, I was a bit concerned. However, I was very surprised how quickly I got the
package.I came on time especially since my class was to begin in just a few
days. The book is in perfect condition as if it were never used.I am very happy
with purchase.0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Cheap
BindingBy carjames06I had the same experience with my book. I was extremely
disappointed because of the price. I did take the book to one of the office stores.
I was able to get it repaired with a spiral binding. Or one may purchase the
ICD-9-CM Expert edition thatis published with a spiral binding. By the way the
content is excellent.
With over 500 required ICD-9-CM code changes in effect for 2009, even more
are expected in 2010. Ensure you stay current with the leading coding and
reimbursement resource geared toward your professional work the Ingenix ICD9-CM Expert for Hospitals. Loaded with innovative features and content to
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